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When millions of men across the globe began enlisting in the armed forces to fight in 

World War II, millions of women also began entering the workforce. Women became an asset to 

societies when they took on roles outside of the home, roles that had been previously dominated 

by men. Work in war industries and factories required women to be active to operate heavy 

machinery. Women’s new roles created a need for better menstrual products. During World War 

II, there was an increase in the development and research of menstrual products that would help 

women manage their cycles with greater ease. Menstruation was usually thought of as a 

weakness and a delicate condition, but wartime advertisements sought to empower women. 

Advertisers created messages that promoted the wellbeing of women, while governments 

released propaganda that depicted them as strong capable members of society. When the war 

ended and men retuned home, however, women saw themselves being pushed out of the 

workforce and encouraged to revert to traditional gender roles. The feminine hygiene products 

available to women during the post-war decade were designed to please men. Advertisements 

corresponded with wartime demand for women’s labor and then post-war need for them to 

readopt domestic roles. Products, such as the Lysol douche, were advertised to make women feel 

ashamed of their bodies. The shift in advertisements transitioned from depicting women as 

strong assets to societies, to show them as weak dutiful housewives. This paper will compare 

advertisements from the 1940s through ‘50s and argue that the portrayal of advertisement and 

development of feminine hygiene and menstrual products during World War II benefitted 

women and promoted liberation from traditional gender roles, because women were needed by 

the state. In contrast, in the post-war decade, advertisements and technologies transitioned to 

reinforce traditional gender roles and norms.  

 Millions of women experienced liberation from traditional gender norms when they 
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entered the workforce during World War II. This narrative of how women took on traditionally 

male roles has been well documented by historians and is well known to the general population, 

thanks to wartime posters’ such as “Rosie the Riveter.” Women’s post-war return to traditionally 

feminine roles has been equally well covered by historians. Fewer historians, however, have 

covered the technologies invented to ease women’s entry into the labor force. The wartime 

technologies for women’s menstrual health and hygiene and how those technologies changed 

after World War II is an overlooked aspect of social and cultural history and of women’s history. 

Feminist Technology edited by Lina L. Layne, Sharra L. Vostral, and Kate Boyer, presents a 

collection of writings from feminist scholars in diverse fields, ranging from history to geography. 

The essays provide a compelling, multi-voiced argument, on technologies designed to improve 

the lives of women. Feminist Technology examines products designed to liberate women and 

evaluates those claims. Layne, Vostral, and Boyer substantiate the idea that post-war 

advertisements perpetuated the idea that women should feel ashamed of their bodies and 

embarrassed by menstruation. Advertisements use the word “secret” and created fear of “odor, 

leaks, and stains” to promote feminine hygiene and menstrual products.1 They also examine the 

language used in advertisements after World War II, and find that advertisements began using 

“girl” instead of “woman.” They interpret the language shift to mean women were taken less 

seriously during the 1950s.2 Further research on the war-to-peacetime transition and how 

advertisements portrayed women during and after that transition is needed to understand how 

women are manipulated to serve society’s purpose. 

 Sharra L. Vostral’s Under Wraps: A History of Menstrual Hygiene Technology examines 

the way in which women hid evidence of their menstrual cycles. Vostral, an associate professor 

of history at Purdue University, focuses her studies on women, gender and sexuality, and 
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American history. She argues that the desire to hide menstruation has had a significant impact on 

women’s health care and their place in society. The significant chapter notes make Under Wraps 

an excellent guide for further study into menstruation and feminine hygiene. Similarly, Janice 

Delaney, Mary Lupton, and Emily Toth’s The Curse focuses on the perceptions of menstruation 

and feminine hygiene. Both The Curse and Under Wraps provide general examinations of the 

perceptions of menstruation. However, a further study of how the reversion back to domesticity 

in the 1950s impacted menstrual products will provide a greater understanding of why 

menstruation is considered taboo.  

 Finally, Elaine Tyler May’s Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era 

provides the broader context on suburban domesticity and anticommunism. May discusses the 

causes of domesticity, beginning in the 1930s and states that men in the 1950s, because of 

government propaganda, desired a domestic consumerist life. The propaganda instilled a sense of 

normalcy and assured them that their pre-war roles awaited them. She argues that homes in the 

1950s became prisons for women, who felt “enormous discontent.”3 These historians have 

completed excellent work on menstruation, women’s health, and hygiene, but largely overlooked 

the importance of the transition after World War II. This paper builds on such work to show how 

menstruation and feminine hygiene products, and the advertisements that promoted them, 

affected the way women were viewed by society. 

 

Development of Menstrual Products 

 Versions of sanitary napkins and tampons have been used since ancient Egypt. The 

earliest documented sanitary napkins were made of materials such as cotton, wool, and papyrus. 

Women would tie strands of cloth into their undergarments to absorb blood flow. The most 
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commonly used and largely available menstruation product prior to World War II was the 

sanitary napkin, or pad. The napkins featured an absorbent liner that would extend and attach to a 

girdle or sanitary belt, which were worn beneath undergarments. Belts and girdles were often 

adjustable, but commonly slipped and were notoriously uncomfortable. Before the invention of 

the belt, safety pins were used to keep pads in place. In 1896, Johnson & Johnson created the 

first American pad called the Lister’s Towel, and into the 1920s changed the name to Nupak, 

because women did not like asking for a Lister’s Towel at the pharmacy counter. Nurses during 

World War I discovered the cellucotton used to staunch soldiers’ wounds was also effective at 

absorbing menstrual blood. During World War II, many companies manufactured sanitary belts 

including Modess, Goltex, and Kotex. Sanitary belts were common until the 1970s, when 

adhesive pads were invented. Pads were more commonly used until the mid-twentieth century.4 

 The second most common form of menstruation product available to women was the 

tampon. On November 19, 1933, physician Earle Cleveland Haas patented the modern-day 

tampon, with applicator. The tampon was described as a catamenial (menstruation) device. 

German business woman, Gertrude Tendrich, purchased Hass’ patent on March 7, 1936, and 

trademarked the name Tampax, which originated from tampon and vaginal packs. Tampax began 

mass production of tampons, made of cotton with a cardboard applicator, in 1936, running its 

first advertisement in American Weekly on July 26, 1939.5  

 In the 1940s, Dr. Judith Esser-Mittag, a German gynecologist, designed the o.b. tampon. 

“o.b.” stands for “ohne binds” or without applicator. The o.b. tampon does not have an 

applicator, but features a concave tip on the end and is inserted with a finger. In the late 1940s, 

Esser-Mittag partnered with Carl Hahn to create a company and market the o.b. tampon, later 

selling that company to Johnson & Johnson.6 Although tampons’ popularity increased 
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exponentially, many women were discouraged from using them, because they were thought 

sexually improper, and some worried that tampons would promote sexual promiscuity. 

 

Advertisements during World War II 

 Before World War II, most societies believed that a woman’s natural roles were a wife 

and mother. Woman were supposed to manage the homes and take care of the families, while 

men earned an income. Those traditional roles changed during World War II, when millions of 

women entered the workforce, as men were drafted to fight. Governments recognized the need to 

mobilize the population towards war efforts, requiring women to enter the workforce. Women, 

essentially, worked three jobs: maintaining the home, taking care of the children, and working in 

various factories in support of war efforts. The government launched recruiting drives, while the 

National Advertising Council ensured consumer products promoted enlistment in the military 

and entering the workforce at home7. Among the propaganda promoting women entering the 

workforce and assisting war efforts were advertisements for menstrual products. 

 Kotex and Tampax were the largest menstrual product competitors, during World War II. 

Kotex product advertisements managed a delicate balance between promoting women’s entry 

into the workforce and retaining their femininity, while Tampax promoted itself as an effective 

wartime technology. Both companies made advancements in their products during World War II, 

because many women were performing manual labor, which required them to wear slacks. 

Women wanted a menstrual product that would be less visible under clothing, because menstrual 

belts and pads were thick and created bulges under the pants. Tampon companies promoted their 

products as “invisible protection.” Women also needed a product that would allow them to be 

more active, mobile, and comfortable. Companies informed women how their products would 
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allow women more freedom and convenience during their periods. 

 Tampon companies used women’s long workdays and new wardrobes in their marketing. 

More women wearing slacks created a demand for a discreet menstrual product. The Tampax 

advertisement, “Girls in Slacks At War Plants Hail Tampax,” published in American Weekly in 

1942, claimed, “Slacks can be very revealing, if worn over any bulges or wrinkles…No wonder 

the slacks brigade is enthusiastic about Tampax…everything is smooth and slick as a glove.”8 

Likewise, Tampax published an “I Want to Wear Slacks Today—but I Can’t” advertisement, in 

Parade, in 1943, which claims, “the next time you want to dress in a smooth-fitting costume 

during “those days,” you can be sure you’ll have no bulges or ridges to blame on Tampax.”9 In 

1942, Tampax published an advertisement titled “These Modern Girls as Never Before Need 

Tampax” showing a woman, in a powerful stance, in front of a factory wearing slacks (Ad. 1). 

The advertisement stated, “Slacks at the war plant, slacks at home, slacks indoors and out. A 

streamlined age calls for streamlined costumes.”10 Tampax helped women to feel more 

comfortable and confident, because its product was more discreet.       

To compete with Tampax, Kotex created its own tampon called Fibs in 1935.11 Tampax 

owned the patent to an applicator, so the Fibs tampon came packaged without applicator. Kotex 

also advanced its sanitary napkins by creating softer, more comfortable products. Comfort was a 

key component to Kotex advertisements. One advertisement, published in McCall’s in 1941, 

titled “Keep Going in Comfort,” depicted a smiling woman bowling (Ad. 2).12 The ad claims 

“Fibs permits you to keep going in comfort every day…regardless of the calendar!” 

Championing convenience, such as claimed, “Fibs [were] convenient to carry…each one [took] 

no more space in your handbag than an ordinary lipstick.”13 Another advertisement, published in 

Ladies’ Home Journal, in 1942, titled “Can You Trust Tampons —And When?” likewise 
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advocated for convenience. The advertisement featured a smiling woman ice skating and 

claimed, “with Fibs you can change to shorts, play suit or even a swim suit with nobody the 

wiser!”14 In its sanitary napkin advertisements, Kotex began claiming its products were “made to 

stay soft while wearing. A lot different than pads that only ‘feel’ soft at first touch.”15 Menstrual 

product companies understood that during the war women were an asset to society and they 

needed more effective and comfortable menstrual products to support the war efforts at 

maximum efficiency.  

Kotex advertisements displayed a delicate balance, empowering women to enter the 

workforce while encouraging them to retain their femininity. In its informational booklet, “From 

One Girl to Another,” published by McCall’s in 1942, Kotex informed younger women how the 

Kotex sanitary napkin could assist with their roles in the war effort.16 On the page titled, “Fit as a 

Fiddle,” three images of women are displayed. One woman is marching in a military uniform, 

the other is operating machinery, and the third is dancing with a man in military uniform. Kotex 

describes women’s changing roles, stating: 

“remember when the boys used to say that girls are ‘made of sugar and spice and all 
things nice’? Those days are gone forever… you’re no sissy now! You and a million 
other volunteers have learned the meaning of give and take. You give your time and 
energy, and take your assignments as they come. Every day they need you…every day of 
the month. Even when it seems your smile is frozen on your face! Many’s the night you 
used to hobble home, dead tired. But now you’re a veteran! You’ve learned how to be a 
good soldier…to keep going, keep smiling…no matter what! The greatest triumph of all 
–now even in those ‘difficult days’ don’t slow you down! Not since girls in the know put 
you wise to the greater comfort of Kotex sanitary napkins.”  

 
Kotex empowered younger women, even calling them veterans and good soldiers, roles typically 

associated with men. By doing so, Kotex was reinforcing the idea that women were men’s equals 

and an asset to society. The following pages in the booklet contrast the empowerment of the 

previous page. One page titled, “Memory Lingers On” displayed an image of a woman dancing 
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with one military man, as two others ask her to dance. The page promotes the softness of Kotex 

products, while encouraging young women to support the brave men at war. Kotex claims that its 

products are so “comfortable and carefree,” young women will have no trouble on “trying days 

of the month.”17 Another page, titled “Smile-Sister, Smile!” displayed two different images, the 

correct way a woman should act during her period, cheerfully assisting two men cooking, and the 

incorrect manner, lying mournfully in bed (Ad. 3). Promoting women’s versatility, Kotex stated, 

“For the first time in your life, you’re doing things that really matter! Making bandages this 

morning. A Defense luncheon. Then you’ve simply got to finish that navy helmet.”18 Kotex 

followed with, “And tonight the boys come home from camp. You’d be a fine citizen spoiling 

their furlough with a faceful of frowns…now wouldn’t you?”19 This idea that women should be 

ready to please their men, even while assuming multiple important tasks, promoted traditional 

femininity. The images of women displayed in “From One Girl to Another” promoted retention 

of traditional femininity, while the content mostly promoted patriotism and duty to country.  

Kotex sanitary napkin advertisements were similar to its informational booklets. An 

advertisement published in 1942, titled “Off to Work we Go!...”, displayed images of marching 

women in various uniforms (Ad. 4). The advertisement, which targeted younger women, stated, 

“Who would have dreamed you would be in uniform? You and Sis and a million other 

girls…The thrill of helping America!”20 A similar advertisement, published in Woman’s Home 

Companion in 1942, displayed women in factory jumpsuits, riveting sheet metal. The 

advertisement, titled “You’re the fun in his furlough”, stated “Being with you is what makes his 

furlough worthwhile. To think that that at five o’clock you were ready to break your date! 

Because today’s eight hours of defense work seemed like eighty!...You don’t need a 

furlough…you don’t need a time-out.”21 Kotex claimed its more comfortable products allow 
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women greater ease to work long hours in the factory and still be available for their men, when 

they return home on furlough.  

 When tampons entered the market, women feared they were unsafe. To combat that fear, 

tampon advertisements promoted better health and safety; most advertisements included the 

phrases “perfected by a doctor” or “worn by many nurses.”22 Companies sought to reassure 

women that tampons were not only safe to use, but were based on science. In 1939, Brooklyn 

physician Harry S. Sackren conducted a study on tampons, published in an issue of Clinical 

Medicine and Surgery.23 In his research, Sackren, “echoed questions that women as well as 

doctors were asking when tampons were invented: ‘Are they irritating? Do they block the flow? 

Do they cause any changes in the vaginal or cervical tissue?’” Sackren, who studied twenty 

women using Tampax over the duration of five months, concluded Tampax tampons were safe, 

effective at absorbing the flow, eliminated odor, and more comfortable to wear. A later study in 

1941, by Madeline J. Thornoton, M.D., confirmed the findings of Sackren.24 

 Such research may have led Tampax to claim that its products were effective wartime 

technologies and assisted women in supporting the war effort. In 1943, in Parade, Tampax 

published an advertisement titled “War duties lead many women to use Tamapx.”25 The 

advertisement claimed that Tampax helps women “naturally [increase] efficiency—on the off 

days.” It stated, “those women who fill fighting men’s jobs—the new executives and taxi drivers, 

bank tellers and plant workers—are inclined to ask no privilege. That is why many of them are 

turning to Tampax.”26 Another advertisement published in 1944, in This Week, claimed “War 

Workers are Strong for Tampax.”27 The advertisement conveyed, “whether a woman is wearing 

 slacks on the production line or sitting on the ‘other’ side of a bank teller’s window, she can 

hardly help appreciation the advantage of the Tampax method.”28 Such advertisements 
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encouraged women entering the workforce to purchase Tampax. Another advertisement, 

published in 1945 in the Sunday News, was titled “She who hesitates about using Tampax is 

losing time.”29 During the war, women had little free-time, so advertisers promoted the ease and 

efficiency of using tampons. The advertisement claimed, “Tampax is easy to change and 

inconspicuous in restrooms. Disposal is no trouble because of its compactness.”30   

Tampax not only empowered women in the workforce to support war efforts, but in 1941, 

began production of cotton bandages and surgical dressings, to ship oversees to soldiers, 

alongside tampon production.31 In a 1944 advertisement in the American Journal of Nursing, 

called “Reduction of Female Absenteeism,” many women are shown working on an assembly 

line (Ad. 5). The advertisement claimed that women employees would take fewer “sick” days 

during their periods by wearing tampons, which not only increased work efficiency, but boosted 

patriotism.32 

 Throughout the war, menstrual product companies, displayed images of women in 

advertisements with a common theme. Women were displayed as empowered, strong, happy, and 

comfortable. In images where women worked on factory lines, operated heavy machinery, and 

posed in front of factory’s wearing slacks, women were depicted as strong and empowered, with 

a hint of masculinity. The facial expressions of the women displayed determination and 

confidence. Images of women exercising, such as bowling and figure skating, promoted comfort. 

Women looked comfortable enough to participate in sports, because they were wearing 

comfortable menstrual products. In most advertisements, women were smiling. Advertisers 

showed women as happy to have comfortable, effective menstrual products and to be supporting 

their country in war efforts.  
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The Post-War Return to Domesticity 

 Wartime advertisements aided society’s acceptance of women in the workplace and 

liberation from traditional gender roles. The war changed the social attitude towards women and 

broke down stereotypical gender roles. When the war ended and soldiers returned, governments 

were concerned about massive unemployment. In this context, propaganda campaigns were 

launched that, “concentrated on putting women back into the kitchens.”33 Women were removed 

from their wartime positions through, “layoffs, demotion in rank and pay, [and] outright 

firings.”34 Governments assisted in removing women from wartime positions by, “cutting off 

federal funds for day care in 1946.”35 Not surprisingly, the portrayal of women in advertisements 

shifted from a confident empowered worker to an anxious domestic housewife. The products 

released in the post-war decade were less scientifically researched and geared towards 

encouraging women to please men, rather than supporting an active lifestyle. The rhetoric of 

advertisements changed, reverting from use of the word “women” to being infantilized as a girl. 

Advertisements shamed woman for the offense of menstruation odors, products were designed to 

please men, and promoted dainty, feminine women.  Throughout the 1950s, menstrual product 

advertisements were uncommon and most advertisements did not even mention the word 

menstruation or period. Most advertisements during World War II claimed to have been 

thoroughly researched by physicians, but in the post-war decade, the phrase “perfected by a 

doctor” was rarely included. The scarcity of menstruation product advertisements during the 

1950s stemmed from the desire to keep menstruation a secret. Menstruation became a taboo, that 

was inappropriate to discuss.  Although menstruation product advertisements decreased post-

war, feminine hygiene product advertisements increased.  

 Women were encouraged to use several feminine hygiene products, including Talcum 
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powder, to prevent “embarrassing odors.” An advertisement for Quest deodorant powder (Ad. 6) 

for sanitary napkins, published in 1959, was titled “Sanitary Napkins Demand a Special 

Deodorant.”36 The advertisement depicts a solemn woman, with a stern man standing behind her. 

Quest claimed it was the, “most effective deodorizer for menstrual odors.”37 During the 1950s, 

Talcum powder was not well researched. In an interview with Donna Akeson, a teenager during 

the 1950s, she mentioned, “I had a friend that doused her pad in it. I always tried to talk her out 

of it, because I didn't think it was very good. Well, she ended up getting ovarian cancer and died 

before we graduated.”38 Recent studies by the American Cancer Society show that Talcum 

powder increases risk of ovarian cancer. Another popular product marketed to woman was the 

Lysol douche. Lysol created a marketing campaign called “Love-Quiz…For Married Folks 

Only,” to advertise their douche (Ad. 7). There are multiple advertisements in the campaign, 

each one displaying a woman confused about why her husband is seeing another woman, does 

not love her, or spends his evenings alone. All have a question and answer section, with the 

answers informing woman of their neglect in personal feminine hygiene. Lysol claimed they had, 

“proved germicidal and antiseptic properties” and could “destroy odors.”39 Many advertisements 

throughout the 1950s encouraged women to hide their offensive odors.  

Zonite, a feminine hygiene company, released its own antiseptic douche. In an 

advertisement, published in Screen Stories in 1950, titled “How Can He Explain to His Sensitive 

Young Wife,” Zonite stated, “there is a womanly offense—greater than body odor or bad 

breath!”40 The advertisement features a photo of a man rushing out the door, with his wife 

beckoning to him behind. Zonite stated, “a woman no longer has to use dangerous products, 

overstrong solutions of which may gradually cause serious damage… use Zonite and be assured 

you won’t offend…Developed by a world-famous surgeon and scientist.”41 Another 
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advertisement, published in Modern Romance in 1950, titled “So Humiliated When She Realized 

the Cause of Her Husband’s Frigidity,” displayed a photo of a concerned and shocked woman. 

Zonite stated, “a modern woman realizes how important hygiene is to health, married happiness, 

after her periods, and to combat an offensive odor even greater than bad breath or body odor—an 

odor she herself may not detect but is so apparent to people around her.”42 A similar 

advertisement published in American Home Journal in 1950, titled “How a Wife’s False 

Modesty can ‘Freeze’ Her Husband’s Affection,” stated, “a wife’s ignorance or false modesty 

about these intimate facts of life often leads to an increasing coolness on her husband’s part.”43 

Zonite also stated, “If only every young woman could realize from the beginning of her marriage 

how important vaginal douching often is to intimate feminine, cleanliness, health, charm and 

happiness.”44 Advertisements for douching products encouraged women to be ashamed of their 

natural body odors, because they were considered offensive to men. Both Lysol and Zonite 

advertisements claimed many doctors recommended douching; however, the medical community 

later released data showing that douching changed the necessary balance of bacteria in the vagina 

and, therefore, it was not recommended. 

The fear that tampons were sexually improper continued throughout the 1950s. Pursettes 

tampon company released advertisements stating, “Of course, unmarried girls can use 

Pursettes!”45 Unmarried women were considered virgins and there was fear that using a tampon, 

which looked phallic, would have a destructive effect on the hymen. Menstruation, itself, was 

also seemingly considered indecent. Advertisements for menstrual products often did not include 

an image of the product or even mention menstruation. A Tampax advertisement in 1956 called 

“So much a part of your busy life” displayed a woman gardening and surrounded by flowers 

(Ad. 8).46 Without reading the text, the advertisement is difficult to recognize as a tampon 
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advertisement. Most menstruation product advertisements were discreet, because menstruation 

had become an impolite topic to discuss. Another tampon advertisement, from the Johnson & 

Johnson brand Meds, depicted a housewife carrying a basket of laundry. The advertisement, 

titled “With Meds Internal Protection you can be More Comfortable and so Sure all the Time,” 

perfectly displayed the transition of women out of the workforce and back into the home. 

Shockingly, Meds provided a photo of the tampon box beneath the image of the woman and 

claimed, “whatever your daily tasks—be more comfortable with soft, safe, internal sanitary 

protection.”47 It was uncommon to see images of the product itself on a menstruation 

advertisement. 

 Modess, a sanitary napkin company, also advertised its products in an inconspicuous 

way. The advertising campaign photographed professional models and actresses in palaces 

wearing ball gowns, designed by famous designers. The advertisements only had the phrase 

“Modess…because” on the bottom (Ad. 9). The advertisements are unrecognizable as 

menstruation product advertisements. Not only did Modess’ advertising campaign promote the 

view that menstruation was meant to be kept a secret, it set unachievable standards of beauty and 

glamour by using famous models and high-end designers. Modess advertisements failed to 

promote the comfort and practicality of their products, because they only displayed a woman 

standing in a gown. Comfort and practicality were no longer important, a woman’s job was to be 

beautiful and please men. Many companies promoted the concealment of menstruation, 

including Kotex in its “Not a Shadow of a Doubt” advertising campaign. The advertisements 

always featured a beautifully dressed woman in the foreground, with a man in the back. In a 

Kotex advertisement published in 1955, a woman stands in a beautiful dress, while two men sit 

at a table behind her. The information about the product is featured below the photograph in 
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small font. Most advertisements in the campaign resembled this strategy.48  

Informational booklets for menarcheal girls continued, as in previous decades, to be a 

popular method of menstruation education. One of the most popular books in the 1950s was 

produced by Kimberly-Clark Corporation for Kotex. The booklet, titled “You’re a Young Lady 

Now,” had several editions with similar content and indoctrinated young girls into the traditional 

femininity that society deemed acceptable. The front cover of the booklet published in 1952 

shows a young girl, dressed in jeans, a yellow t-shirt, and braids, looking into a mirror at her 

reflection. Her reflection is wearing a pink dress, makeup, her hair is curled and she has bows. 

The reflection the young girl sees is how society believes a woman should look. The image 

suggests that now that the girl is of menstruating age, she should start to dress and behave like a 

woman. The booklet explains menstruation, how a young woman should take care of herself 

during her period, and how to use a sanitary belt and napkin. Surprisingly, in a decade when 

women were encouraged to act as if menstruation did not exist, the booklets inform young girls 

that, “menstruation is so right and normal.”49 In the 1959 edition of “You’re a Young Lady 

Now”, young girls were told it is a natural part of growing up, “but it’s a very personal thing, so 

you won’t want to discuss it with anyone else except your mother, school nurse, or advisors.”50 

Although these booklets encouraged young girls to talk to their mothers about menstruation, the 

subject was considered so taboo that most did not. Donna Akeson described her own experience, 

saying, “menstruation was considered unmentionable. It was a subject you just didn’t discuss. 

My own mother never said anything about it. In home-ec [sic]… the embarrassed teacher told us 

a little tiny bit, but by then it was too late. We had already been up that journey for a couple of 

years.” Advertisers had successfully made women feel ashamed of their own bodies and its 

natural functions, because women were too embarrassed to discuss menstruation with their 
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daughters.  

In 1946, Walt Disney released an animated informational film for Kotex called “The 

Story of Menstruation,” to educate young women on both the reproductive system and menstrual 

cycle. The animation was created to be used as an instructional video in the American school 

system. The information provided in the video comes from an informational booklet called 

“Very Personally Yours”. The film follows the booklet, page by page, informing viewers about 

how to stay clean during a menstrual cycle, what products to use, what to eat, and how to 

exercise. The film was popularly shown in American schools until the 1960s.51  

The images of women in 1950s are a stark contrast to the advertisements in World War 

II. Post-war women in advertisements appeared distraught, weak, needy and/or unrealistically 

glamorous. Woman were depicted crying, longing for the attention of their husband, and anxious 

about their menstruation odors. Contrasting wartime advertisements, women did not seem happy 

or strong, but weak, needy, and no longer involved in meaningful work. Advertisements also 

promoted unrealistic standards of beauty. Women in advertisements were always meticulously 

dressed in captivating clothes, enticing the everyday woman to purchase their products. Such 

images subverted the liberated images during the war, encouraging women to accept a domestic 

life. 

Looking Forward 

 As World War II liberated women from their traditional gender roles, manufacturers and 

advertisers provided them with effective, convenient, and comfortable menstrual products. 

Women were portrayed in advertisements as an asset to society and involved in socially 

meaningful work. In the post-war decade, as women left the workforce, advertisements promoted 

products that encouraged women to please men and return to traditional femininity. 
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Advertisements persuaded women to feel ashamed of their bodies and its natural functions. This 

theme in menstrual advertisements continued into the following decades. Menstruation product 

advertisements in the 1960s displayed women as dainty, but the products themselves improved in 

effectiveness. In the 1970s, advertisements began reflecting a growing feminist movement, 

promoting products that allowed women freedom to be active and comfortable. However, a real 

shift in the portrayal of women in menstruation product advertisements did not occur until the 

late 1900s to early 2000s, when advertisers promoted active lifestyles and new technologies were 

designed for comfort and ease. 
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